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Abstract 
Di8tributed a.pplica.tionl are realized by cooper・

a.tion 01 multiple procel6e.f仇tercoπnededby com-
m包nica.tionnetworA:". 111. the dutributed a.pplica-
ti01l.$， a. group 01 proceue8 ha.ve to maA:e con8en-
811.1. j，πthi8 paper， we di8cul6 a. general model 
01 COn8e1l.$U8 protocol which i8 composed o/Iour 
Itepl， i.e. pre-votiπ.g， voting， global deci"ion， aπd 
finallocal decision. We deocribe Va.riOUI con8eπ・
sω protocoz.， lilce t100・phalecommitment one in 
terms 01 the model. 111. the general conseπIUI pro-
tocol，抗eprocell can change the mind D:βer noti-
fyiπ.g other proceue8 01抗eopinioπ， va吋011."A:ind" 
01 global deci8ioπ10gicI co.n be o.dopted， o.nd the 
coordino.tion o.mong the proceuel is controlled in 
centra.lized o.nd distri6uted Ichemel. 

1 Introduction 
Distributed systems are composed of multiple 

processors interconnected by communication net-
works. Distribuもedapplications are realiz ed by 
ぬecooperation of multiple processes， each of 
which is computed in one processor. The dis-
tributed applications like a groupware are realized 
bya group of mul凶pleprocesses which are coop-
erated by communicating with one another. The 
processes in the group have to make some consen-
sus in order to do the cooperation among them. 
There are kinds of consensus protocols required by 
various distributed applications and distributed 
datab蹴 systt:~ [~]'_ for e~a!1lple ， ~he two四ph剖 e
commiもme~t_(2?ef [6] ~nd thiee--ph回 ecommit-
ment (3PC) [10] prot5>~olB are used to_ realize the 
o.tomie commitment [2] among multiple datab剖 e
systems， that is， a11 data.base systems either-com-
mit or abort the transaction. ln the commitment 
protocols， each proc回 scannot change the mind 
after notifying other processes of the vote， i.e. 
Yel(com1凶:)or No(0.60吋).After sending the vote 
to tlie coordinator p-roccss， the process is in an 11.11.・
certo.印刷te[10]， where aU the proc伺 sescan do is 
wa.it for the decision from the coordin叫orbecause 
every process cannot change the vote. However， 
in the human society， individuals often change the 
minds even after notifying others of the votes. For 
example， individuals often change the schedules if 
they have to do higher-priority jobsもhanthejobs 
in山eschedules decided. In other applicaもions，if 
some processes make an agreement even if the oth-
ers disagree with them， the proccsses may make 
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consensus. For example， in a meeting of multi-
ple individuals， something may be decided if a 
majority of the participants agree on it. In 00-
dition toぬeatomic commitment， various kinds 
of decision logics ha.ve to be considered. When 
considering the cooperation of multiple processes， 
we ha.ve to think about what process coordinates 
the cooperation among the processes. In the 2PC 
protocol， the coordinator process plays a role of 
the centralized controller. In some meeting， there 
is no chair， i.e. every participant makes decision 
by itself. In addition to the centralized control， 
we have to consider the distributed control where 
there is no centralized control1er. 

In this paper， we asBume that the communi-
cation network is reliable， i.e. each process can 
deliver messages to any processes with no mes-
sage loss in the sending order. In addition， we 
assume that the neもworkis noもpartitioned.We 
would like to discuss a general framework of con-
sensus protocols in the presence of process fault， 
i.e. stop-by・failure.The following points have Lo 
be taken into account when thiriking about the 
genera.l conscnsus model : 

1 each process can change the opinion even af-
ter notifying other pro~cesses of the opinion， 

2 each process c叩 expressthe opinion No-idea 
and Anyone・OKin addition to Yes and N 0， 

3 variouB kinds of decision logics like o.ll-
or-nothing and majority-conlensul can be 
adopted， 

4 each process may be autonomous for the 
group i.e. it may not obey the global deci-
sion， and 

5 how to control the coordination among the 
processes， i.e. centro.lized and di8tri6uted 
controls. 

In this paper， we discuss a general consensus pro-
tocol which is composed of four steps， pre・voting，
voting， gl0641 deci8ion， and fino.llocal deci，ion. 

In section 2， we present a general model of con-
sensus protocol. In section 3， we would like to 
discuss various consensus protocols based on the 
general model. 

2 General Consensus Model 

2.1 Examples 
A distributed system is composed of mu1tiple 

processors interconneded by communication net-



works. A distributed application is realized by the 
cooperation of n (> O) processes Pl， ...， Pn， each 
of which is computed in one processor. In the 
distributed applications， Pl， ...， Pn have to make 
some consensus among themselves. 
[Example 1] The dlstributed datab舗 esystem 
[9] includes m.ultiple database systems as the pro-
cesses. 1n order to comn批 atransaction manip・

ulating multiple datab掴 esystems， it h剖 tobe 
guarariteed that the transaction either updates all 
the database systems or more of them. It is an 
atomic commitment [6， 10]. There is one coor-
dinator process po inthe two-phase commitment 
(2PC) protocol [2， 6]. If a transaction would ter-
minatc， 1'0 scnds VoteReq message to all the pro・
cesses Ph' . . ，Pn' Each Pi sends Ye8 message to 
po if p， could commit the transaction. If not， p， 
sends N 0 to Po and then aborts the transaction. 
If Pl receives Yes message from every process， po 
sends Commit to Pl，"'，仇・ Ifpo receives N 0， po 
sends Abort to a.ll the processes voting Yes. On 
receipt of Commit， Pi commits the transaction. 
Figure 1 and Figure 2 ShOW8 the 2PC protocol in 
ac回 ethat the transaction commits， and aborts， 
respectively.ロ

内 Pn 

time 
Figure 1: Tw句 hasecommitment(Commit) 

po Pl Pn. 

time 
Figure 2: Two-ph出 ecommitment(Abort) 

Thc commitmcnt protocols like 2PC and 3PC pro-
tocols剖 sumethe following points: 

1 no proccss can change the opinion after voレ
ing it， 

2 the decision logic is b剖 edon the atomic com-
mitment， i.e. all・07・-nothingprinciple， 

3 there is one centralized conもroller，i.e. the co・
ordinator which coordinates the cooperation 
of the participate processes Ph・・・，Pn..

4 process is not autonomous， i.e. it obeys the 
decIBion of the coordinator， and 

5 No dominates Ye"， i.e. processes voting No 
abort unilaterally without waiting for the de-
cision from the coordin品or，and processes 
voting Yes may abort if the decision of the 
coordinator is Abort. 

N ext， we would like to consider a more general 
example in the human socie句.
[Example 2] Let us cons}~_~r an example that a 
group of individuals would like to go eating lunch 
together. First， the individuals in the group ex-
change the tentative opinions on going out. Here， 
one individual may say "I would like to go eating 
lunch together". Someone may say “No; 1 woula 
not like to go eating lunch toge山er". One may 
say “1 have no idea". After listening to them， 
each individual expresses the opinion， i.e. Yu， 
No， No・idea，or Anllone・OK.Someonc may ex-
press the opinion different from one which he ex-
pressed first. This means that he may change his 
mind here. 

Now， the group obtains the opinions from all 
the individuals. The group has some logic to de・
cide whether to go lunch. For examplc， only if a11 
thc ~ndividuals in thc group agree on going eating 
lunch， they may go eating. They may go eating 
lunch if a majority of the group agree onit. Here-， 
suppose that the group obta.ins a global decision， 
say "go eating". 

Next point is whether each individual obeys the 
global decision or noも.One individual p may obey 
the global decision even if the global dedsion is 
different from the opinion of p. 1f P is autonomous 
for the group， p may not obey the global decision 
if P would not like to obey it. For example， some 
individual may not go eating lunch together with 
the group even ifit is-globally decided to go eating. 
ロ

When considering the app1ications like the 
groupware回 presentedin the example， the as-
sumptions on the commitment protocols have to 
be relaxed. Following出eexamples， the general 
consensus protocol has to take into account the 
following points : 

1 each process can change the opinion even af-
ter notifying other process回 ofthe opinion， 

2 each process can express the opinion N o-idea 
in addition to Ye" and NOj 

3 various kinds of decision logics like alι 
仲間耐ng組 dmajoritll-coruen，'fu can be 
adopted， 

4 each process may be autonomous， i.e. it may 
not obey the global dedsioD， and 

5 There are kind~ of coordinat~o~ among the 
processes，ιhowもocontrol the coordina-
tion among the processes， iι centralized and 
di，tributecl controls. 

2.2 General consensus protocols 
A con，en4U' protocol coordinates the coopera-

tion amo持 processesPl，・・・， pn. in order to reach 
some decision 

no 
E
U
 



opinion pv， which is named a pre・voteof Pi. 
This step is referred to剖 pre-voting.

2 Pi receives a11 the pre-votes p11h " .， p11n from 
Pl， ...， Pn. pi makes a. loca.l decision on the 
basis of p111' ...， PVn・Here，p， can change 
the tentative opinion-aga.in. p， expr回 S回もhe
opinion戸Ji obta.ined by the fina.l loca.l de-
cision. Formally， p， obtains the vote Vi = 
同(戸川.• .， ptJn}. Here， V， is a function 
which-gives some-va.lue for a tuple of values 
p旬ν.. . ， p11n' p& sends町toa11 the processes. 
This step is referred to歯切ting.

3 For the votes 'Vl， ...， 'Vn obtained仕omPl， 
・" Pn， a. global decision旬 =GD(Ul' ...， 

Vn) is obもained.GD is a function which gives 
旬 fora tuple of the votes Vl， ...， Vn. AlI 
the processes are informed of仏 Thisstep is 
referred to回 globeldeci8ion. 

4 Pi obtains the global decision旬. Based on 
U and the votes Vl，'・.， Un， p& makes the final 
decision and obtains _d&-= LDi(町，...，匂~， v). 
LDi is a function which gives the final local 
decision d& from the votes 'Vl，"'， Un and旬.

This step is referred to回 fino.llocal decuion. 
ロ

The consensus problem is defined踊 follows.
Let D be a set {d1，.・1ι，よ，T} of va.lues. Here， 
よmea.nsthat it is not decided which one from 
d1，'・.， dm is ta.ken， e必 processPi has no idea 
on the decision. T means that any of d1，・・・，dm
is aUowed， e.g・Pi ca.n vote anyone of di，・・ '，dn.
Initially， pi h剖 onevalue p11i in D as the pre-vote. 
V， is a function from Dn into D， i.e. for every 
J!Vj ~ D (j = ~，.ー， n)! Vi(p11¥，....， p11nJ.7旬， E 
D: For eiample， if p， has no idea， Pi notifies all 
the processes ofよ.pi receives the pre-votes戸、，
…， p11n from al1 thc processes. Based on the pre-
votcs obtained， pi makes色hefinal loca.l decision 
by Vi. For exa.mple， if p， obeys p/s opinion，的
= V，(PV1' ..・， PVn) = P勺・ Here，it is noted出前
向 maybe different from戸}，・Whi1elistening to 
other opinions， i.e. pre・votes，pi can change the 
opinion. Pi notifies all the processes of the vote町

obtained by巧.

Here， all the votes 'Vl， ...・ Unare collected by 
one process or every process. The global decision 
旬=GD(町， .. . ， Vn) is obtained._ Gp is a func~i~n 
from Dn-into D. As an examplc， let us consider 
the atomic commitment where D = {1，O，ムT}.
Each proces8 rneans a database server: Each prO-
cess pi vot回町 E{1， O}. If all the processes vote 
1， they comn山.If at lc剖 tone process votes 0， a11 
the processes abort. Hence， Gl?(UlI ・・・，旬n)= 1 
if町=1 for j = 1， ... ，n. GD(町， ...，旬'n)~ 0 if 
some町=O. If the global decision is a value voted 
by a majority of出eprocesses， GD(町ぃ・・，Vn)= 
旬if1{川町=旬}I>~. 

Each proc伺 spi receives the globa.l decision v. 
Problem is how Pi behaves on obtaining 'V， i.e. p， 
obeys 
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pendently of v， LDi(旬1，...， _ 'Vn， V) =町・ If Pi 
agrees on 'V， LDi(町，...，'Vn，旬)=旬.If Pi depends 
on another Pi' LD，(町，・・ 1旬n，v) = Vj・
2.3 Process states 

A local sta.te of each process Pi is given回 a
tuple (pvれ九州 wherep!Ji Is the pre-votc，町 is
もhevote， and d.i-is the value finally decided by 
Pi・Pichanges the local state on_ receipt of mes-
sages. Here， let D be {I，O，よ，T}for s~mplicity. 
First， let us consider an initial state of Pi' Ta-
ble 1 shows the possible initial states of Pi・Type
~， Le~ (1， 1，1) m~ans that 1'.'_ initially decides the 
decision of 1 and notifies a.ll the processes of it. 
Pi never changes the mind. p， makes the deci-
sion of 1 whatever the global decision is. Type 2， 
(1，1，よ)means that p， ma.kes the final local de-
cision based _ on the global decision while voting 
1. Type 3， (1，ムム)mea.ns that Pi h回 onlythe 
tent叫iveopinion. pi express回 somevote based 
on pre-votes of other processes. Type 4， (ム，1.，上)
means that Pi has no opinion. Type 5， 6， and 1 
are dual of 3， 2， and 1， respectively. (T， T， T) of 
Type 8 means th叫 Pican vote anyone of 1叩 dO. 

For every state (0， b， c)， b = c =ム if0 =よ
and c =よ ifb =よ.A state (0， b， c) is referred 

Table 1: Initial states 

to as transitable if b =よorc =ム.For example， 
(1，よ，1.)can be changed to (1，0，1.) whi1e {1， 1，1} 
ean not be changed. (0， b， c} is referred槌 mind-
cho.ngeable if b = 1.. For exa.mple， after expressing 
(1，ム，よ)回 thepre・votes1， Pi can have (1，0，ムj
剖 thevote 0 different from the pre-vote. 
j F川 b，and c E D，州，b， 1.) is changed to 
0， b， c)， c is referred to as domina.te b if b =# c 
written as c >-b). For example， in the commit-
ment protocol， 0 >-1 because the process voレ
ing 0 only aborts， never commits田 shownFig-
ure 2. Figure 3 showsもhestate tra.nsition of the 
two・ph嗣 ecommitment (2PC) protocol. (0，0，0) 
mea.ns that a process voting 0 abor句. (1，1，よ)
means that the process votes 1. Up to the global 
decision， (1， 1，よ)is t~al~si~ed to (1， 1， 1) if the pro-
cess cOmIIlits， (i， 1， O) if the proeess aDorts. 

D is a parHally ordered seもonベ・ SinceT c叩

be cha.nged to any va.lue in D， T can be considered 
to be a bottom of D， i.e. for every d in D， T ~ d. 
A value d1r. in D is referred to箇 m伺imo.lin D 
iff there is no va.lue d1r. in D such that dl:ベdh.
For example， in _the two-ptase commitment (2PC) 
protocol， D = {1， 0，ムTh0 i~ minimal in -D. n 
D has only one minimal value d named minimum， 
iιfor every dh in D， d ペd"，each process Pi 
can vote the minimum d instead of voting T. For 



example， in the 2PC protocol， Pi can vote ~ if P~ 
can commit and abort. A value dJc in D is referred 
to as ma~imal in D iff出ereis no value dJc in D 
such that dh ・<d". If there is only one maximal 
value d in D， i.e. for every dh in D， dh -< d， d is 
the top of D. If pi votes d， pi never changes the 
mind. 

For every pair of dlc and_ dh in D， the JLPpe，. 
bound C?f dJc-and dh is a set {dld E D， dlcペd，and
dh -< d}. d" U dh denotes tlie ieast upper bound 
(lub) _ot d，，_ _and dh _ if th~ up~er b~und of dh and 
dlc exists. If noもexists，dlc U d" =ム

Let (a，b，c) be a脚色e.If b is m臼
c has to be b because process votin@ 
change the vote. Hence， if b is maxin 
i.e. (a， b，め.For example， if b = 0， i. 
Pa votes No， c = 0， i.e. Pi _aborts， i.e 
Thus， if b is maximal，(a， b， c) c叩 notbl 
into another state. Tlie state {a， b，吋
maximal is referred to幽 mazim41.s 
consider a state transition from a stat. 
into {a， b2， c2)_where b1 i~ n~t m~ma!. 
or b1'~ b2-a.n"d C1 -< c2， (a， b1• Cl) c叩 bl
into(a，.b2， C2}'. F，‘'or example， 1 -< 0 in も叫山he2PC pro 
b旬胤。侃c∞o叫r.(1，1，ム) can ~e transites into (1， 1 ~ O) ~and 
(1，1，1)' _w:hJle' (O! 0， 0) can~o~ .be transi_ted. -P.ro-
eesses which are in atransitable 抗ateafter voting 
have to wait for the e:lobal decision. On the other 
hand， proc回 seswhich are in a maximal state can 
terminate， because they made their deci8ions al-
ready. 

(1，1，よ)ャー-+-(1， 1，1) 

(O，O，O) -(1，1，0) 

Figure 3: State transition of two phase commiレ
ment 

2.4 Global decision 

After obtaining the votes町，. . . ， Vn from allもhe
processes P1，・・・，鈴川 theglobal value V is globally 
decided by using the fUIlction GD : .Dn→ D. 
For every tupl_e (V1"・"vn)_E Dn， GD(町，…，Vn)
gives some value v in D. If町 U・・・U Vn:ざ旬， ev-
ery process P， can change the vote Vi to旬・ Un-
less Viベ旬 forsome i， pi cannot change the vote 
to旬. For example， suppose that there are three 
database systems A， B and C， which votes 0， 
i.e. abort， votes 1， i.e. commit， and 1， respec-
tively， in the 2PC protocol. If GD(O， 1，1) = 0， 
B and C can change the vote， i.e. can abort. 
On the other hand， supp凶 ethat GD(O，1， 1) = 1. 
A cannot commit because B aborts already al-
though B and C can commit. _ Here， GI? is re-
ferred to剖 regul4r~f for ever:y (v~" ・ "Vn) E I?n， 
町U"'UVn当GD(町，・・ 1旬'n)''If GD is regular~ 
every process can c1lange the vote into the global 
decaion. If not， some process p， may not obey the 
global decision unless v， こさ V. 

There are the following kinds of global deci-
s10ns: 

1 Commitment decision : G D( vl1・・・，Vn) = 1 
if every町= 1， GD(Vb・・・，旬n)= 0 ifsome 
的=0 -where D = {1; 0，よ，T}.-

2 Majority-consensus decision on 
旬:GD(町，...， Vn)=旬ぜ H川町=旬}I>号，
otherwise GD(町，...，vn) =旬1U... UVn・

3 ( : ) ・decisionon 旬 GD(旬h・・・，Vn)= 旬
every町=11， otherwise GD(旬1，...，旬'n)= 
Vl U... U Vn・

4 ( ; )・decision on 旬 GD(V1，."，Vn) = 
旬 if I{川町 = 旬}I と r， 0もherwise
GD(V1; ~.:， Vn) =町 U" ，UVn・

5 Minimal-decision: G D(九一" Vn) = VIU" ，U 

旬n'

In the commitment decision， only if a11 the 
votes are 1， 1 is globaUy decide~~ If s.ome ~PEocess 
votes 0， 0 is decided. It is used by the 2PC pro・
tocol. The commitment decision on {O， 1，ム，T}
named a 6inary commitment can be extended to 
D = {d1，.・ 1九，よ，T}. GD(町，・・・，Vn) = 旬if 
every v， =旬.Ifsome町i8not叫 GD(旬1，.・ 1旬n)= 
旬lU・・・ UVn.Vl U ・・・UVn ~eans a value to which 
every Vi can be changed. If such a value docs not 
exist， i.e.旬1U.. 'UVn =ム， nothing is decided. In 
the 2PC protocol， 1 -< O. Hence， if some Vj = 0， 
V1 U... UVn = O. 

In the majority decision on旬， if a majority 
votes some叫旬 isglobally decided. Otherwise， 
nothing is decided if Vl U • • . U Vn =ム.

ln the ( : ) -decision on v， if a11 the processes 
vote some 11， V is globally decided. Otherwise， 
noもhingi8 decided if町 U...UVn =ム.

In the ( : )・decisionon v， if r(三n)processes 

vote some v，旬 i8globally decided. If r >号， the 
( ; )・decisionis the majority one on v. In the 

minimal decision， every process pi agrees on the 
value V =町 U・・ 'UVnwhere V is minimal in values 
which every町canbe changed to. IfV1U・・・UVn= 
ム， nothing i8 decided. The binary commitment. 
decision is a kind of the minimal decision. 

In addition， GD can be defined based on the 
application semantics. For example， if every pro・
cess obeys Pi'S opinion， G D(旬1，...， Vn) =町・

2.5 Control schemes 
Icr point is concerned with which proces 
tes the cooperation among the processe 
n・Ifone process po named a coord印ato
tes the cooper叫ionofもheprocesses， it i 
to回 centra-lizedcontrol. The 2PC [6] anl 
proもocolsarc the examples of the central 
~rol. ln the centralized control [Figure 4] 
first sends the pre・votesp町 to1'0. P 

ptJ1， . . . ， PVn， and sends (PV1'・・・，p叫 t， 
n・Onreceipもof(pV1 ~ . . . ; pvn)， Pidecide 
町 =lii(仰 1，."，'PVn}. Pi sends旬， to po 

On receipt of a11 ihe votes Vl， : . . ， Vn， PO makes the 
global decision of V = GD(町ぃ・， Vn)，and then 
sends v to Pl，・・・，Pn. On receipt of町Pi makes 
the final local deci8ion of ~ = L~i(町，...，旬n ， v). 

If there is no centralized controller， it is referred 
to剖 di，tributedcontrol. ln the distributed con~ 
trol [Figure 5]， each proces8 pi sen 
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po Pl 

ム:local decision (V) 
ロ:global decision (GD) 
0: finallocal decision (LD) 

Pn 

time 

Figure 4: Centralized control 

Pl P; 

time 

Figure 5: Distributed conhol 

by itself. P. sends the vote叫 toPl，・・・，Pn・On re-
ceipt of 111ぃ・ .，l1n， every pi makes the same global 
decision of旬=_GP(旬h…， l1n)~T~en， pi mak~s 
the finallocal decision of di =-LD，(叫，.:.，l1n，l1). 
Each pi h回出esame G D and makes the deci-
sion by itself on the basis of GD. Pi can make 
the decision without waiting for the decision from 
the coordinator. In色hedistributed control， ev-
ery process p. has to send message m もoall the 
o世間rprocesses. If the broadcast network is used， 
pi can send m to a11 the processes by issuing one 
data transmission request，of m to the network. If 
not， Pi h回 toissue n requests. 

3 Consensus Protocols 
We would like to describe various consensus 

protocols in terms of the general model. 

3.1 Atomic commitment 

First， we would like to present the 叫omiccom-
mitment protocol [6， 10] as shown in Figure 1 and 
Figure 2. In the commitment protocol， suppose 
that 1 means commit and 0 means abort. 
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Since each process cannot change the mind， the 
pre・voteis the same as vote. All the processes 
voting 0 abort unilaterally， i.e. without waiting 
for the global decis~on. T~e in，itiaJ stat~ of e~ch 
process Pi is eiもher(1，1，ム)or _(O ，~，的. (~， 0， 0) is 
a maximal state since 0 is maxiInal. On the other 
hand， processes voting 1 can not only commit but 
also abort upもothe global decision. Hence， 0 
dominates 1， iιo >-1. 

Only if all the processes vote 1， they commit. If 
some process votes 0， a11 the processes abort. The 
global decision GD is the comrnitmenもdecision，
GD(l，…，1) = 1 and GD ( .ー， 0，...) = O. GD 
is regular. 

The final local decision is LDi(111， ... ，l1n，旬)
= 11 because P. voting 1 obeys出eglobal decision'. 
That is the processes voting 1 are not autonomous. 

3.2 (:)・decision

Here， the ( .. ) -decision means that the glo bal 

decision on d is d if at le舗 tr processes vote d， 
otherwiseムwherer 壬札 ~ere ， let D be {1， 0， T} 
and let U8 consider the ( .. )-global decision on 1. 

Figure 6 shows an example of ( 3 )-consensus 

protocol among three processes 九九回d1'3 in 
the centralized control where 110 is a coordin品or.
First， P1! P2，剖 ldP3 send the pre・votes0， 1， and 

向 Pl P2 P3 

Figure 6: Example 

q to PQ， respectively. po collects the pre-vot伺 副

(0，1，0)' and-se~ds lt fo Pl，P2， and ~・ Based on 
the pre・votcs(O， 1，0) received from po，向 vot回

1， and Ps votes 0 by using their 10cal decision 
functions V1，巧， and 巧， respectively. Here， Pl 
changes the凶 nd仕omOto 1 and then votes 1. 
On receipt of votes from Pl，P2 and P3， 1'0 makes 
the global decision of 1 by the ( ~ )-aecision logic 

on 1 because two Pl and P2 of three process回 vote
1. po sends 1 to P1， 1'2， and Pa・Pl，P2， and P3 
obeys 1. Here， neither 0 >-1 nor 1 >・ O.There is 
no top value. The states (*，1，よ)and い，O，..l)can 
be transited which申 issome value in D. That is， 
after voting， every process pi has to wait for the 
glob叫 decisionfrom po・



3.3 Extended commitment protocol 
As presented before， each proccss can votc ei-

出erI(Yes) o，! O(No) in t~econventional commit-
mcnt protocols. We would like to extend the com-
mitment.protocol so that each process can vote .1 
(no idea) an~ T (Anyone-OK). In the com凶 t-
ment protocol， each process pi may not be ablc to 
vote even if pi receives VoteReq from the coordi-
nator向， e.g. 1'i is too heavy-loadcd to vote. In 
such a c回 e，1'ican voteよinsteadof voting Yeo or 
No， or pi can be considered to voteムifno reply 
of V oteReq is received in some time units. Pro-
cess回 voting..1. or T are referred to剖 包ndecided.
Processes voting 0 or 1 are referred to剖 decided.
First， we would like to present the basic protocol. 
[Basic protocol] 

1 Fir叫， the coordinator 1'0 sends VoteReq to a11 
the processes 1'1，・・・，Pn， e.g. if a transaction 
T finishes all the operaもions.

2 On receipt of VoteReq from Po， each pi sends 
1 or 0 to 1'0回 preoentedin the commitment 
protocol. In addition， pi may scndよもo1'0 

if 1'; could not decide 1 or O. 1'i may send T 
to 1'0 if 1'i could commit or abort the trans-
action. 

3 If po receives 1告oma11 the proc国民S回 dPo
would like to commit， 1'0 sends Committo 
Pl，・・・，肝，.If po receivcs 0 告omat least one 
process制 ld1'0 would not like to commit， 1'0 

sends A bort to all thc process伺 voting1，ム，
or T. 

4 Here， some proce回目 votes .1. If a11 the de-
cided proccsses votc 1， po sends Commita.ble 
to the undecided processes. 

5 If 1'， votesよ， on receipt of Commit4ble， p; 
sends 1 to 1'0 if 1'i could commit， 0 to po if p; 
could abort. p; sendsムto拘 againif 1'i still 
could not decide 1 or O. 

6 If 1'0 could not receive 1 or 0 from all the un-
decided processes after sending Commitable 
m( 三.1} times，_Po sends Abωor吋tも句o叫1 tbe pro 
cesses， 1ιv刊oもu凶1江ing1。町rO. 

7 After voting 1，よ， or T if p; receiv伺 Abort
from Po， p; aborts. After voting T and 1， if 
1'i rcceivcs Commit from 1'0， 1'a comπ由s.ロ

Figure 7 shows the state transition diagrams 
of thc coordinator拘 andprocess p;・ Here，α/β
meansもhatβissent on receipt ofα.α// means 
thatαis received by cvcry process. 

Next， lct us consider a case th叫 somcprocess 
stops by failure. Suppose that 1'0 faults aftcr cach 
process 1'i votes before sending the reply to. a1) the 
processes. After voting， each -proc回 81'i voting 1 
orよinvokesthe followingもerminationprotocol if 
pi times out. 
[Termination protocol] 

1 1'i sends Sta.teReg to all the processes. 
2 On receipt of Sta.teReq仕om1'i， each process 
Pi sends the local state to p;， i.e. 1 if町
vot回 1，0 if 1'i votes 0，よ if1'i votes .1， T 
if pi votes T， Commitable if pi receives Com-
mita.b 

(a)Coordinator Po 

AB/_ 

CH: COl1Uni t CA: COl1Ulli tdble 
PO: Pro-OecisionAB: Abort 

(b) Process Pi 

Figure 7: State transition diagram 

[Termination rule] 
1 If 1'i receives Commitable from some process， 

1'i commits if pi votes 1 or T. 
2 Ifp， receives Aborta.ble from some process， Pi 
aborts. 

3 If p， receivesよ fromsome process and 1'i 
votesム，Piaborts. 

4 Ifpi receives 1 from a11 the processes， p; waits. 
5 If Pi votesムandreceives the 同atesexcept 

Commit or A bo吋， pi votes 1 or O.口

If all the operational processes are in the state 
of 1， they have to w剖t，i.e. blod: like thc two-
ph~e commitment_ (2PC) protocol [10]. 

Next， suppose tha.t a process pi recovers from 
the failure. Suppose that 1'i. records the local state 
in the log Li・Piinvokes the following recovery 
procedureぜpirecovers. 
[Recovery protocol] 

1 pi restores the state where 1'i failed by using 
Li・

2 If Pi is not in a state of Commitable， Aborted， 
ムorT， pi asks other processes in. the same 
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way as the terminaもionprotocol. 
3 If Pi is in a state of 1. or T， p， aborts.ロ

3.4 Distributed extended 
commitment protocol 

Next， we would like to consider the distributed 
control of the extended commitment protocol pre-
sented in the preceding subsection. Processes 
Pl，・・・，Pncooperate as follows without any cen-
tralized controller. 
{Basic protocolJ 
1 Some pi broadcash V ote Req to a11 the pro・
cesseB. 

2 On receipt of V oteReq， Pi broadcasts the 
votes， i.e. 1， 0， 1.， or T. 

3 On receipt of 1 frorn a11もheprocesses， Pi com-
mits. 

4 On receipt of 0 from some process， Pi abor凶.

5 If Pi receives 1 from at Jeast one process制 d
1 or T from the a11山eother processes， Pi 
cornrnits. 

6 If P. receives 1 from 叫 leastone process and 
1 orムfromall the other processes， Pi waits. 
If"， times out， '"目endsV oteReq to the prcト
ce回目 votingよ.

7 Ifpi vot回よ， on receipt of VoteReq， Pi votes 
by step 2.ロ

Suppose that p" stops by failure. If Pi had not 
received the vote of Pi， pi invokes the termination 
orotocol. 
[Termination protocol] 

1 Pi broadcasts StateReq to a11 the operational 
process回.

2 On receipt of StateReq， Pi sends the state. 
3 On receipt of the叫atesfrom a11 the processes， 

pi makes the decision by the termination rule. 
口

4 Concluding Remarks 
This paper discusses general framework of var-

ious consensus protocols. The general consensus 
protocol is composed of four steps， i.e. pre・voting，
voting， global decision， and final local decision. 
We have described various consensus protocols in 
terms of the model. By committing the proce-
dures for pre・voting，voting， global decision， and 
final local decision; we can ffiake the consensus 
protocols required in the applications. 
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